
Privacy agreement and terms of service for GateZ  app 

 
1. The use of GateZ app (The "service") is subject to the Google  
play conditions and the conditions published in Puzzle applications 
(the "company") site. This document does not replace t h e m . 

 
2. The service is used to open phone based gates, meaning gates that 
are opened upon calling. What this service does is initiate the call 
to open the gate, Note: if the user’s phone is does not exits in the 
gate database the service will not open the gate (as any call 
made by the user himself will not open the gate). 

 
3. In order for this service to work the user must activate location 
services and the service will detect automatically and from the 
background when the user is close enough to the gate and will call  
it automatically and provided that it is the right time(can be  
defined in the gate menu) and that the gate location and phone are 
configured. 

 
4. The service uses Google play location services in the background 
in order to detect the user’s distance from the gate. Further more  
in order to save battery power the location services are only 
activated by the service while the user is in the vehicle, hence the 
need to know the user current activity and the use of Google  
Activity Recognition API, By accepting this terms you also accept  
the google location and activity recognition services  terms. 
 
5. In addition to section 4, driving detection can also be determined 
upon Bluetooth connection. This driving detection is optional. For 
that reason Bluetooth permission is asked upon app installation. 

 
6. The service can also be used to open the gate by defining SMS key 
phrase, meaning that when receiving SMS message contains that pre- 
defined key phrase(can be defined in the gate configuration screen) 
the service will initiate a call to the gate. Please note that it is 
up to you to choose a distinctive key phrase and to share it only  
with authorized people. Please note also that in order to read the  
key phrase from the text messages the service must have access to 
incoming SMS messages. 

 
7. The use of this service and its result are at your responsibility 
alone, especially but not alone when driving a car, you must obey  
the rules of your country. 

 
8. The service you are using is given to you free of charge and can 
be stopped at any moment without prior notice and without any 
obligation of any kind. 

 
9. The service can be used free of charge for 45 days, after this 
period the service will stop functioning and the user can optionally 
purchase the GateZ Premium version for a fixed one time cost that 
will enable full use of the service without time limitation. In order 
to keep track of the usage time, the user unique device identifier is 
saved on a remote database and used for this purpose alone (that is 
why the phone state permission is needed).  

 
10. The company will not be held responsible for you or any other 
third party in regards of this service. You hereby release the 
company of any responsibility of any kind to any result caused by 



using this service. 

 
11. By using this service you agree to all terms mentioned above and 
below. 


